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 Reality is a very subjective affair.  I can only define it as a kind of gradual 

accumulation of information; and as specialization.  If we take a lily, for instance, 

or any other kind of natural object, a lily is more real to a naturalist than it is to an 

ordinary person.  But it is still more real to a botanist.  And yet another stage of 

reality is reached with that botanist who is a specialist in lilies.  You can get nearer 

and nearer, so to speak, to reality; but you never get near enough, because reality is 

an infinite succession of steps, levels of perceptions, false bottoms, hence 

unquenchable, unattainable.  You can know more and more about one thing but 

you can never know everything about one thing:  it's hopeless. 

V. Nabokov, Strong Opinions 
(New York:  McGraw-Hill Book  
Company, 1973), pp. 10-11. 
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CHAPTER I 

AN INTRODUCTION TO TRANSLATION 

Statement of Purpose 

 Translating a work of literature, while not an impossible feat, is one of 

the most intricate and delicate tasks one can undertake in the realm of the 

written word.  It takes years to master another language and even more time 

to attain a sufficient understanding of the culture involved in order to get a 

clear concept of what the original text is actually attempting to convey.  One 

man had the courage to stand before the rest of the world and say, �Yes, I 

can do it.�1  He was attacked in the press as a charlatan and worse, yet by 

persistent effort he proved himself not only a capable writer in two 

languages but a capable artist as well.  This is the mystery we will explore, 

the riddle of the linguistic abilities of Vladimir Vladimirovich Nabokov 

(1899-1977), in terms of the relationship between his last Russian novel Дар 

(1952), which was translated into The Gift (1960). 
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The Legacy of Nabokov 
 

 A person's impressions of the world are what words are used to 

convey.  Vladimir Nabokov's words outlined a reality of his own creation.  

Often when his works are being read, an entire piece of sensual imagery will 

come to be created in the mind of the reader by the selection of words he has 

chosen.  It is contended that one of the many purposes he had in mind when 

writing his novels is, the wholesale transportation of sensual information 

reformulated in the mind of Nabokov to the minds of his readers through the 

medium of the written word.  It is my opinion that Nabokov's final criterion 

as a translator in his own right and an editor of others' translations of his 

own works, was the retention of the integrity of the images in his mind from 

one language to another.  His language has a dearth of dialogue and is rich in 

the purely descriptive, but if this is not enough, he has left us a record of his 

thoughts on the subject of the origin of his words in his consciousness.  He 

was once asked, �What language do you think in?� and in his typical manner 

of eschewing the commonplace he answered: 

 
   I don't think in any language.  I think in images.  I don't 
believe that people think in languages.  They don't move their 
lips when they think.  It is only a certain illiterate person who 
moves his lips when he reads or ruminates.  No I think in 
images . . . and now and then a Russian or English phrase will 
form with the foam of a brainwave, but that's about all.2  
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 Is this the flippant remark of an author who considered himself a cut 

above the common man in his knowledge of languages, or does this give us 

a basis for judging his works?  Everyone is familiar with the concept of a 

dream, and it is even claimed by some that everyone dreams -- a world seen 

vaguely or clearly in sleep and remembered upon waking.  Somehow, 

Nabokov seems to have had the facility for recombining the world as he 

experienced it as in a dream, and carrying it from one social milieu to 

another.  His response to another question asked at another time reveals this 

ability: 

 
     In what sense do you copy �the conceived picture� of a 

novel? 
   A creative writer must study carefully the works of his rivals, 
including the Almighty. He must possess the inborn capacity 
not only of recombining, but of recreating the given world. In 
order to do this adequately, avoiding duplication of labor, the 
artist should know the given world.3 

 

 Often in reference to his own memory, Nabokov cited the struggle he 

had with the impressions in his mind that were the remnants of past events.  

In the foreword to Speak, Memory (1966) he made reference to this fact: 

 
   . . . I revised many passages and tried to do something about 
the amnesic defects of the original--blank spots, blurry areas, 
domains of dimness. I discovered that sometimes, by means of 
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intense concentration, the neutral smudge might be forced to 
come into beautiful focus so that the sudden view could be 
identified, and the anonymous servant named.4 

 

Thus, in Nabokov's mind images of the world existed, but how does one 

carry a separate reality forth from one language to another? 
 
 

The Three Types of Translation   

 How should one conduct a translation?  This has been a perpetual   

argument among scholars.  Three different approaches to translation are 

distinguished which Nabokov utilized when he grappled with the difficulties 

of transporting the ideas of this novel from Russian to English.   

 The first approach is the lexical translation.  This is the form of 

translation that Nabokov requested of the translators he employed.5  It only 

reached the final published form where the two languages involved were 

close enough formally, that is both in the definitions of the words and the 

sentence structure, to allow a direct one-word-for-one-word translation.  

This cannot be achieved all the time.   

 The second approach is meaning or concept translation.  In this 

approach the original text was broken down into paragraphs, sentences and, 

perhaps, clauses, and the underlying idea conveyed by the words was 
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extracted from the grammatical unit in question and then retold in the second 

language.  This is the usual approach taken for translating most languages.    

 The third is what Nabokov termed �literal� translation, but would 

probably be more appropriately called �artistic� translation.  In artistic 

translation both of the above methods of translation were incorporated along 

with knowledge of the culture, the author, the time period the text was 

written in, and the context of the words and ideas in the novel itself.  Not 

only the meaning of the text was transferred, there was also an attempt to 

retain within the text, for example, a sense of its assonances and alliterations, 

possible alternate meanings of words, double entendres, nuance of idiomatic 

expressions, and cultural peculiarities.  These features were all conveyed 

adequately enough that, if the reader were bilingual, he or she could read 

both texts with equal enjoyment and arrive at the same impressions from 

both.  This is the type of translation usually reserved for works having 

achieved �classic� status, which are found in libraries of universities and 

other institutions of higher learning and are relished by readers everywhere. 

This is the type of translation Nabokov demanded for his works. 

Style 

 One aspect of Nabokov's style found in his English writing, is the use 

of technical and archaic terms strategically placed in such a way, that 

without knowledge of the term or terms utilized, a whole sentence or 
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paragraph is rendered incomprehensible.6  Nabokov justified this by stating 

that he had no time for the lazy reader who would not make the effort to 

consult a dictionary.  Another aspect of his style is that he spruced up his 

language in his translations.  Including not only the aforementioned insertion 

of technical and archaic terms where none existed in the Russian, but also 

updating the text by using similes and metaphors that produce a similar 

emotional impact in the 1960s as compared with the 1930s when the Russian 

text was written.  This has been documented in other novels, for example in 

Отчаяние or Despair, which Nabokov translated in 1937 and reworked in 

1966.7  Nabokov justified these decisions as follows: �A work of art has no 

importance to society.  It is only important to the individual, and only the 

individual reader is important to me. . . .�8  This statement could be said to 

be an integral part of the approach taken in the translation of Дар. 

 

Editor and Artist 

 When analyzing the translations of Nabokov's Russian works into 

English, one finds an excellent mastery of the English language.  Excluding 

his scholarly translations, which he himself undertook, Nabokov contracted 

translators to bring the majority of his novels to the English speaking public, 

including Дар.  There is one notable exception to this, however.  Nabokov 
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claimed in the foreword to The Gift, �I am responsible for the versions of the 

various poems and bits of poems scattered throughout the book.�  He 

required of his translators �lexical translations.�  He employed these lexical 

translations as a basis for the final draft form of the novel in English.  He 

claimed responsibility for the language and its clarity or lack thereof.  In 

general, in the dealings he had with publishing firms, he often sent back 

galleys because some well-meaning editor had �cleaned up� his language 

and, in many cases, he changed publishers if the editor continued to insist.   

 A comparison of the texts undertaken by Jane Grayson, contrasting 

the original Russian versions, the manuscripts of several novels Nabokov 

translated for himself and those he had translated and the final English 

products, including interviews with the translators, revealed the following: 

 
His revisions of the versions by Scammell and Glenny [two of 
the translators] show just how conscious a feature this is of his 
style.  There he frequently substitutes the rare word for the 
familiar, the elaborate for the simple.9 

 

 How was this achieved?  Nabokov considered an abridged dictionary 

a useless tool in writing a novel. In Andrew Field's biography of Nabokov, 

he wrote of Nabokov's time at Cambridge, where he avoided the library and 

spent time with his dictionaries.10  Craft, artifice, word-smithing, all of these 
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have been applied to Nabokov's works.  His method of working is shown by 

the following description of the way he dealt with his translators:  

 
Nabokov's professional dealings with Scammell and Glenny 
give some insight into his recent methods of collaboration.  In 
both cases the collaboration was conducted by post (Glenny 
never once met Nabokov).  Nabokov asked for the translations 
to be submitted to him several chapters at a time.  He checked 
the manuscript very carefully, pointing out inaccuracies and 
mistranslation. (He in fact enclosed lists of these mistranslation 
in two letters to Glenny.) Discussion of the translation was con-
fined to correction. Nabokov did not discuss points of style or 
idiom, nor did he more than hint at some additional changes he 
was making.  These appear only in the printed version.11 

 

 Throughout his works it can be gleaned that Nabokov was a man who 

demanded quality and always kept the highest standards in the technical 

aspects of writing.   
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CHAPTER II 

STRUCTURE AND THEMES IN THE GIFT 

 Дар was written in the time period 1935 through 1937; it was 

serialized, with the exclusion of chapter 4, from April 1937 through October 

1938 in the journal Современные записки or Contemporary Notes (vols. 

63-67).  The complete text was first published in 1952 by the Chekhov 

Publishing House.  The Gift (1960) is a translation of Дар, the first chapter 

of which was translated by Dmitri Nabokov (the author's son).  The 

remaining chapters were translated by Michael Scammel and the entire text 

was edited by Vladimir Nabokov.1  The action of the novel is set in Berlin 

during the nineteen-twenties.2 

 

Structure of Дар 
Cognitive Symmetry 

 At the high points in the novel Fyodor breaks out in poetry and these 

moments are what drives the novel forward.  One can experience this most 

vividly at the very end of the novel, when Fyodor and Zina are returning to 

their own flat for the first time after spending all the money on their persons.  

Neither realizes the other doesn't have a key to the door.  Fyodor gives us a 

poem that mimics the rhyme scheme and tone of Pushkin's Eugene Onegin.3  
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The novel has an emotional symmetry, drawing the reader into  Fyodor's 

experiences by creating similar emotional reactions in the mind of the reader 

to those that occur in the �life� of the character. 

 Another device developed is an intellectual reflection of Fyodor's 

experience into the reader's own.  This is achieved when some event or 

series of events causes the protagonist to reflect on some well-developed 

concept in his world view.  The reader seemingly witnesses Fyodor's 

intellectual development by being led through the rethinking and revision of 

some idea.  This can be seen quite clearly in the Russian original, if one 

compares the fragments of the poetry dedicated to Zina Mertz, where life is 

likened to a road, with the narrator's reflections on the nature of life after the 

death of Alexander Chernyshevski, in which he refutes the concept of life as 

a kind of metaphysical journey.4  

 
Structural Symmetry 

 Ever since Joseph went down to Egypt and Moses lead his people 

back to the promised land, critics have been talking about the cyclic or 

circular structure of certain novels.  It is submitted that Дар is another 

example of this phenomenon.  The singular event, which occurs in Fyodor's 

life in chapter three, around which all other events of the novel are reflected 

in order to give perspective to its effect on his life and the affective change 
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in the protagonist, is Fyodor's romance with Zina Mertz.  It is as if some 

unseen force wishes Fyodor to see the difference between having no one in 

his life and having a companion to share his experiences.  Examples of this 

reflection of events are as follows: the biography Fyodor undertakes of his 

father (Konstantin Konstantinovich Godunov-Cherdyntsev) in chapter two 

and the biography of Nikolai Chernyshevski in chapter four; the literary 

salon in chapter one and the meeting of the literary society in chapter five; 

the lost keys to Fyodor's room in chapter one and the lost keys to the flat 

Fyodor and Zina occupy in chapter five; the review of Fyodor's book of 

poems which Alexander Chernyshevski invents as a joke in chapter one and 

the reviews of Fyodor's biography of Nikolai Chernyshevski in chapter five; 

also, there is a reference to possibly writing an autobiographic novel at the 

beginning of the book and the discussion between Fyodor and Zina of the 

plot of a fictional novel based on autobiographical materials at the end.  This 

symmetry gives the novel a circular structure.5 
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Conceptual Symmetry 

 This concept of the mirror-image develops further by involving the 

reader in the life of the character surreptitiously.  Normally, when a novel 

begins, the characters being introduced are followed throughout and become 

an integral part of the plot.  However, the opening of this novel begins with 

an April Fools' joke on the reader (the date for the action for the first page of 

Дар is April 1). The first two characters, the Lorentzes, have been written in 

with a great deal of detail, even though they disappear never to be seen 

again, except for a few brief references throughout the book, in which a 

tenuous connection is made between their lives and the lives of Fyodor and 

Zina.  Then the narrator, Fyodor, who has been the medium through which 

the Lorentzes were described, remarks in passing (the first English 

translation is a direct translation of the Russian, the second is Nabokov's), 

�«Вот так бы по старике начать когда-нибудь толстую штуку»�6 / �This 

could be the start, as in the old days, to a thick thing,� / �Some day, he 

thought, I must use such a scene to start a good, thick, old-fashioned novel.�7  

This foil is used  quite subtly, as we are led at times to believe this is an 

autobiography and then we are told this is purely fiction; often through the 

mirror of works Fyodor is undertaking as a writer within the novel itself.   

  After the introduction of the Lorentzes an elaborate April Fools' joke 

is then perpetrated on Fyodor.  This, �joke,� is another case of things not 
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being what they appear to be.  Alexander Chernyshevski, a patron of the arts 

along with his wife, calls Fyodor to tell him about a favorable review of his 

first book of poems.  This triggers Fyodor into making a detailed account of 

his book of poetry, which is followed by his disillusionment when he 

discovers that Alexander has been lying to him in the tradition of April 

Fools' Day.  However, this is not the end of it; Zina first enamors herself to 

Fyodor by being in possession of his book of  poetry.  Fyodor and Zina, in 

their discussion of the plan of Fyodor's future autobiographical novel at the 

end of Дар, refer back to the description of the Lorentzes and in so doing 

they explain that the beginning of the novel was an elaborate build-up by a 

force they call �fate� to bring them together.8 

 

Conclusions on Symmetry 

  Nabokov in the foreword to The Gift, characterized chapter four, the 

Chernyshevski biography as, �. . . a spiral within a sonnet. . .�  Others who 

have since described this chapter have referred to it as symmetrical, or 

circular in nature, and an example of the mirror image technique.  In my 

opinion, the novel Дар itself has a symmetrical structure, in which almost all 

of the events and concepts that occur before chapter three repeat themselves 

in chapters subsequent to chapter three, usually at roughly the same interval 
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from this, the central chapter of the novel.  This can be described as a case of 

foreshadowing taken to its logical conclusion. 
 

 
 

Themes   
 
 
Vera Nabokov as Inspiration 
 

 In the foreword to the English version of the novel, Nabokov wrote of, 

�The participation of so many Russian muses within the orchestration of the 

novel. . . .�9   However, it is Zina Mertz who eventually inspires the novel's 

inception, and in the poem to Zina in chapter three Fyodor equates her with 

Mnemosyne, the mother of the Muses.10  Zina and Vera Nabokov (Nabo-

kov's wife), in fact, have a lot in common.  Vladimir Nabokov met his wife 

to be, Vera Slonim, in the summer of 1922 in Berlin.  Both Vera and Zina 

were working in an office setting when they met their respective loves, both 

come from a Jewish background.11  Notwithstanding these circumstances, 

Nabokov wrote in the foreword to the English version of the novel, not to 

mistake Fyodor Godunov-Cherdyntsev for himself.  Although there can be 

no mistaking the influence of the romance of Vladimir and Vera on that of 

Fyodor and Zina -- the circumstances of their existences too closely match 
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one another and many aspects of the novel can be found in Nabokov's later 

autobiography Speak, Memory.  The facts of Nabokov�s existence are often 

disguised and rearranged in Дар and subtly grade into the many instances of 

pure fiction.  In the end, all that can be stated with any certainty is that in the 

creation of the novel Nabokov drew on his everyday life to bring a note of 

immediacy to his novel.  This is reflected in the following discussion 

between Fyodor and Zina about Fyodor's future writing: 

 
     «Да, но это получится автобиография, с массовыми 

казнями добрых знакомых».  
   «Ну, положим -- я это всё так перетасую переручу, 
смешаю, разжую, отрынгу...таких своих специй добавлю, 
так пропитаю собой, что от автобиографии останется 
только пыль -- на такая пыль, конечно, из которой делается 
самое оранжевое небо. 12 

 
 
Other Authors 

 In the foreword to the English version of the novel Nabokov states, 

�Its heroine is not Zina, but Russian Literature.�13  And, indeed, a number of 

authors are mentioned in Дар, among them Pushkin, Gogol, Bely, Cherny-

shevski, Goncharov, Pisemski, Leskov, Tolstoy, Turgenev, Dostoevski, 

Chekhov, Aksakov, Tyutchev, Fet, Blok and more.  Unless one has an 

extensive knowledge of all the major works of Russian literature, many of 

these references seem obscure.  The works of some of these authors are 
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touched on in passing, and, in several spots in the Russian version, Nabokov 

lapsed into the style of an author or mentions a key phrase from one of their 

works, with or without attribution.  Even so, for a reader without the 

knowledge required to completely comprehend what the author has tried to 

impart, this book can be a great help as an introduction to Russian artistic 

literature.14 

 

Spirits in Дар 

 Дар invokes a number of spirits.  The first mentioned, and the most 

conspicuous, is Yasha, who commits suicide before the novel's action 

begins.  Alexander Chernyshevski, Yasha's father, dies during the action of 

the novel leaving a �gift� for Fyodor in a realization about the nature of life 

and death.   Fyodor's father had supposedly died on a trip through Tibet, also 

prior to the action of the novel, but Fyodor has no evidence to support this 

claim because the body was never found. 

 Fyodor knows about Yasha, but never met him.  In the novel, Yasha is 

described as if he is a person in the room.  This is when his incorporeal 

nature becomes apparent: 

 
     Молодой человек, похожий на Федора Константиновича 

(к которому именно поэтому так привязались 
Чернышевские), теперь очутился у двери, где, прежде чем 
выйти, остановился в полоборта к отцу, -- и, несмотря на 
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свой чисто умозрительный состав, ах, как он был сейчас 
плотнее всех сидящих в комнате! 15 

 

 It is Rowe's opinion that this is a parody of the unacknowledged 

spiritual presence of Fyodor's father, who makes his appearance in rainbows, 

dreams, poetry, butterflies and other hints of his presence in Fyodor's 

thoughts.  Also attributable to Rowe is the idea that Konstantin Godunov-

Cherdyntsev is the fate Fyodor often talks about in the novel.16   

 Another presence in the novel is that of Yasha's father, Alexander 

Chernyshevski, who dies in the last chapter, claiming that there is no 

afterlife: 
«Какие глупости.  Конешно, ничего потом нет».  Он 
вздохнул, прислушался к плеску и журчанию за оуном и 
повторил необыкновенно отчетливо:  «Ничего нет.  Это так 
же ясно, как то, что идет дождь».   
   А между тем, за окном играло на черепицах крыш 
весенее солнце, небо было задумчиво и безоблачно, и 
верхняя квартитантка поливали цветы по краю своего 
балкона, и вода с журчанием стекла вниз.17 

 

This death spurs Fyodor to reflect on the nature of life and death and to 

elaborate on his firmly held belief in an afterlife. 

 Overcoming death and the commonplace in memory and life by 

remembering those who have gone before, creatively rearranging the facts, 

recording them on paper, and achieving a sort of immortality for them and 

oneself, plays a predominant role in Дар.  There is Fyodor's obsession with 
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the return of his father who was pronounced dead years before, which has a 

corollary in Nabokov's father who died at the hands of Fascist agents prior to 

the writing of the novel.18  Here, we witness the culmination of a dream 

sequence, in which Fyodor receives a mysterious phone call and rushes off 

to his old lodgings:  

 
  Вдруг, за  в з д р о г н у в ш е й  дверью (где-то далеко 

отворилась другая), послышалась знакомая поступь, 
домашний вафьяновый шаг, дверь бесшумно, но со 
страшной силой, открылась, и на пороге остановился отец.19 

 

However, the pursuit of immortality in this world is considered an absolute 

impossibility, but the possibility of an afterlife and its connection or lack 

thereof with this existence is discussed in depth.   

 
The Afterlife 

 In the Russian, the final poem on the final page of the novel is a 

testament to the finality of the physical and the permanence of the 

intangible: 

 
  Прощай-же, книга!  Для видений -- отсрочки смертной 

тоже нет.  С колён поднимается Евгений, -- на удаляется 
поэт.  И всё-же слух не может сразу расстаться с музыкой, 
расскажу дать замереть...судьба сама еще звёнить, -- и для 
ума внимательного нет границы -- там, где поставил точку 
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я:  продленный призрак бытия синеет за чертой страницы, 
как завтрашние облака, -- и не кончается строка.20 

 

 Probably the most definitive statement about mortality is attributed to 

a fictional philosopher Delalande, who is quoted by the narrator: 

 
  Загробное окружает нас всегда, а вовсе не лежит в конце 

какого-то путешествие.  В земном доме, вместо окна -- 
зеркало; дверь до поры до времени затворена; но воздух 
входит сквозь щели.  «Наиболее доступный для наших 
домоседных чувств образ будущего постижения 
окрестности долженствующей раскрытся нам по распаде 
тела, это -- освобождение душа из глазниц плоти и 
превращение наше в одно свободное сплошное око, зараз 
видящее все стороны света, или, иначе говоря: 
сверхчувственное прозрение мира при внутреннем 
участии» (там же, стр.64).21 

 
Fyodor as a Hero 

 If one considers Fyodor as having been chosen to take Yasha's place 

in the bid to become one of the literati, then the call to glory for Fyodor is 

manifested by his knowledge of Yasha�s failure and the encouragement 

given him by the Chernyshevskis and Zina, being unable to fulfill this call 

until Zina enters his life.  Also if one considers Fyodor's dead father as his 

guiding spirit through the obstacles of making a mark for himself in the 

Russian emigre literary scene of the twenties, a case can be made for the plot 

of Дар fitting into a classic hero cycle as described in Campbell's The Hero 
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With a Thousand Faces.22  In which the protagonist is given a challenge to 

overcome, a spiritual guide, and a feminine advocate in a successful bid to 

surmount the challenge. 
 
The Chernyshevski Biography 

 Three themes are present both in the biography of Chernyshevski�s 

life and Fyodor�s life in The Gift:  the first is the inherently evil parodies that 

occur of any good or worthwhile person, place, thing or event; the second is 

the attempts by those who follow in their footsteps to save the good that has 

been created and add their wisdom to it; and finally, each man as his own 

hero attempting to overcome the challenges life presents; these themes 

converge most cogently in the Chernyshevski biography appearing in 

chapter four, which, at the time of writing, was such a radical departure from 

the traditional view of Nikolai Gavriilovich Chernyshevski and was 

considered so controversial in its day that Современные записки excluded it 

from serialization.   
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Chess Stratagem 

 The plot of Дар also centers around the metaphorical aspect of a chess 

stratagem Fyodor works out and its similarity to the pattern of his courtship 

with Zina. Fyodor gives us an intimation of the chess problem's relation to 

his life by his description of the problem:  
 
  Всё тут веселило шахматный глаз:  остроумие угроз и 

защит, грация их взаимного движения, чистота матов 
(столько-то пуль на столько-то сердец); каждая фигура 
казалась нарочно сработанной для своего квадрата; но 
может быть очаровательнее всего была тонкая ткань 
обмана, обилие подметных ходов (в опровержении которых 
была еще своя побочная красота), ложных путей, 
тщательно уготовленных для читателя. 23 

 

 The anthropomorphisms in the description of the chess problem are a 

metaphor for the characters of the novel and their relationship to the fictional 

world around them, and the reference to the reader of the chess problem 

refers to the reader of the novel.  This is all disclosed in chapter five when 

Fyodor begins to have his intuition of the novel that will be Дар, where he 

extracts a comparison of the future novel's plot to a chess problem: 

 
  Теперь (в этом белом, освещенном загончике, при 

золотистой близости Зины и при участии теплой вогнутой 
темноты, сразу за вырезным озарением петуний) он 
окончательно нашел в мысли о методах судьбы то, что 
служило нитью, тайной душой, шахматной идей для едва 
еще задуманного «романа», о котором он накануне 
вскользь сообщал матери.24 
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Fyodor's �Gift� 
 

 The major theme appearing on virtually every page of the novel is 

Fyodor's growing artistic ability, his �gift.�  It separates him from, and 

simultaneously brings him closer to, the world around him.  He describes his 

moments of intuitive inspiration in vivid detail.  During these times, his 

attention is focused totally on impractical and sometimes unworldly things: 

the next word for some work, a remembered scene from the past, the minutia 

of something which he is viewing, or perhaps a reflection on the nature of 

the ephemeral thoughts with which he struggles.  When this occurs, he loses 

touch with the surrounding environment to the point that when he returns to 

the everyday world, he is often surprised at where he is and what he is doing.  

These moments of insight give Fyodor a sense that life is a gift, something to 

be valued.  There is a sense that everything in the world has value, and, if 

viewed properly, will add relevance to the meaning of existence. 

Alexandrov, in his book Nabokov's Otherworld, notes that there are many 

aspects to Fyodor's growing creativity: deception, artifice, parody, the 

platonic metaphor of the cave representing another aspect to reality, and 

finally coming to know the prime mover of the world.25 
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Fyodor's Growth as a Writer 

 Fyodor's approach to the creation of poetry and prose, and their 

appearance in the book, are a topic in and of themselves.  There are two 

prose pieces in the book, the unfinished monograph of Fyodor's father and 

his fictional biography of Nikolai Gavriilovich Chernyshevski.  Both are 

prose pieces readily identifiable as work intended for publication.  However, 

the whole novel is reminiscent of a writer's journal in form.  Also, there are 

samples from Fyodor's first book of published poems on the subject of his 

childhood in chapter one, a love poem to Zina Mertz which is strewn 

throughout chapter three and the aforementioned Onegin stanza at the end of 

the novel.26  Fyodor's growth as an artist can be traced in the styles of writing 

and subject matter in both the Russian and English versions.  Comparing the 

loose almost formless beginning of the novel with its action packed ending, 

Fyodor's growth as a writer during the period of the novel is given a 

dynamic and dramatic presence in the readers' view.  The writing is 

interspersed with commentary about itself.  In the case of the poetry about 

childhood and the biography of Fyodor's father, Fyodor is the critic.  In the 

case of the reviews of the Chernyshevski biography, they are pastiches of the 

writings of critics of the 1920s émigré literary scene.  In the case of the love 

poem to Zina and the poem on the final page of the novel, no criticism is 

offered; the reader is left to make up his or her own mind.  There is a 
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progression in the quality of the work, culminating, as it is implied at the 

end, in the novel Дар itself. 

 This idea can be further expanded, if we include the many references 

to fate throughout the novel, as a delineation of the link between the patterns 

in Fyodor's life and the chess stratagem as a metaphor of his intellectual 

development.  One of these patterns can be elucidated from the following 

events: the unsuccessful publishing of his book of poems about his 

childhood; the undertaking and subsequent dropping of the production of his 

father's biography; the meeting between Fyodor of the love of his life, Zina, 

and the undertaking and successful publication of the Chernyshevski 

biography.  It is only when Fyodor submits to �fate's� designs for him in 

relation to Zina that he publishes successfully.  In these designs she is a 

factor in Fyodor's success and his success magnifies his love for her, his art 

and inspires the writing of the novel itself.27 
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CHAPTER III 

SELECTED COMPARISONS OF THE TEXT 

 

 This chapter is a critique of selected portions of the translation of Дар, 

which is known as The Gift.  Consideration is given to the context of each 

fragment of text.  Where examples of attempted translation occurred that are 

not precise in their replication of the meaning of the text, they are noted.  

However, care should be taken in making judgments about the �correctness� 

or �incorrectness� of a given example, as factors enter into the translation of 

a text other than just the meaning of the text.  Is the text readable?  Would a 

member of the target audience understand the concepts presented?  Is the 

author's style and standard of writing upheld?  All these questions must be 

answered before a final judgment is made.  These fragments have been 

chosen based on their significance in illustrating the lengths Nabokov went 

to in translating from the Russian.  Also these fragments, as much as was 

possible were drawn from the fragments used to illustrate the themes of the 

novel in chapter three above, in order that a context for each fragment will 

exist. 

 The poetry included in the chapter subsequent to this was the personal 

translation of Nabokov with no third party translator involved, and, as such, 
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will give the clearest picture of his style and approach to translation when 

compared with the prose presented here.1  

 In the first example, an attempted artistic translation is as follows: 

 
. . . каждая фигура казалась 
нарочно сработанной для 
своего квадрата. . . .2 

 

. . . every polished piece 
seemed to be made especially 
for it's square. . . . 3 

Which has a possible translation of  �. . . each figure seemed purposely worn 

into its square . . . .� 

 Here the alliteration of, �каждая,� �казалась,� �квадрата,� having 

consonance on �к� and assonance on �а,� is hinted at by the translation's, �. . 

. polished piece seemed . . .� with the phonetic consonance on �p,� �c� and 

�s,� and the assonance on �ie� and �ee.�  However, when one examines the 

Russian text, the only possible equivalent for the word �polished� is the 

past-passive participle of �сработанной,� the definition of which is, 

�Worked or worn into place.�4  This word gives the impression in the 

Russian text of a problem solved with a great deal of work and 

concentration, while in the English text, the focus is more upon the 

appearance of the objects themselves.  In both texts, each of their passages 

create the notion that of a well orchestrated situation.  This is apparent in the 

Russian text, where the definition and morphological derivation of the word 

places more of an emphasis on finding the exact, �fit,� for each piece; that is, 
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a great deal of value is placed on the occurrence of work, whereas in the 

English text this connotation is derived by the added dimension of an 

emphasis on the appearances of the end result. 

 The next pair of quotes has two significant discrepancies of meaning: 

 
Теперь (в этом белом, 
освещенном загончике, при 
золотистой близости Зины и 
при участии теплой вогнутой 
темноты, сразу за вырезным 
озарением петуний) он 
окончательно нашел в мысли о 
методах судьбы то, что 
служило нитью, тайной душой, 
шахматной идей для едва еще 
задуманного «романа», о 
котором он накануне вскользь 
сообщал матери..5 

   Pondering now fate's methods 
(in this white, illuminated little 
en closure, in Zina's golden 
presence and with the participa-
tion of the warm, concave 
darkness immediately behind 
the carved radiance of the 
petunias), he finally found a 
certain thread, a hidden spirit, a 
chess idea for his as yet hardly 
planned �novel,� to which he 
had glancingly referred 
yesterday in the letter to his 
mother.6 

 

 The first of these centers around the word, �. . . служило . . . ,� in 

order to convey the meaning of  this word and the preceding clause Nabokov 

did not translated it directly, this word has the meaning �served,� and is 

implied by the words �. . . found a certain . . . .�  The looseness of this 

English expression can be justified as the �figurative� translation of the 

Russian.  This selection was undoubtedly arrived at in order to maintain 

smoothness of flow when the words are read aloud, i.e. readability. 
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Compare, �. . .he finally found in his thoughts concerning the methods of 

fate that which served as a hidden thread, a secret spirit, a chess idea . . .� 

with, �. . .he finally found a certain thread, a hidden spirit, a chess idea. . .�    

 The second discrepancy would never have occurred but for the 

passage of time and the spread of modern technology, that being, �. . . in the 

letter. . . ,� which was introduced into the English without any reference 

made in the Russian to the method of communication between Fyodor and 

his mother, although it is stated in the novel that she has gone to France.  In 

the modern context   сообщал  �communicated�  could mean anything from 

a phone call to a fax.   

 
Молодой человек, похожий на 
Федора Константиновича (к 
которому именно поэтому так 
привязались Чернышевские), 
теперь очутился у двери, где, 
прежде чем выйти, 
остановился в полоборота к 
отцу, -- и, несмотря на свой 
чисто умозрительный состав, 
ах, как он был плотнее всех 
сидящих в комнате! 7 

The boy who looked like Fyodor 
(to whom the Chernyshevskis 
had become so attached for this 
very reason) was now by the 
door, where he paused before 
leaving the room, half turning 
toward his father -- and, despite 
his purely imaginary nature, how 
much more substantial he was 
than all those sitting in the 
room!8 
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 The first two words of the Russian quotation were freely translated as 

�. . . boy . . . ,� when a literal translation produces the more formal �young 

man.�  This can be attributed to the age difference between Nabokov in the 

1930s and Nabokov in the 1960s; age bringing with it a change of opinion 

concerning what constitutes a youth.  The construction �. . . похожий на  . . 

.� in the Russian could be rendered more accurately as �similar to,� but was 

limited in the English to �. . . who looked like . . . .� bringing the language 

into a more colloquial English, which focuses on appearance rather than 

substance. 

 The word �. . . очутился . . .� was not translated into English as a 

word in and of itself, but its tense is carried over by the word �. . . was . . . ,� 

and has the meaning of, �To find oneself somewhere or in some situation. 

(Literally: To come to be in a place or situation.)�9  This word gives the 

Russian text a different slant on Yasha's presence, because of its implication 

that the spirit's appearance here is perhaps an error and, having realized 

where he is, he makes a half-turn toward his father and leaves.  

 The exclamation �. . . ах . . .� in the Russian was not translated into 

English, partially because it would interrupt the flow of the sentence, and 

also because the correct translation into English would yield, �O, how much 
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more substantial he was than all those sitting in the room!� which in modern 

English sounds melodramatic. 

 In the next pair of texts there is a variation in meaning for the 

achievement of artistic ends: 

 
   «Какие глупости.  Конешно, 
ничего потом нет».  Он 
вздохнул, прислушался к 
плеску и журчанию за окном и 
повторил необыкновенно 
отчетливо:  «Ничего нет.  Это 
так же ясно, как то, что идет 
дождь».   
   А между тем, за окном 
играло на черепицах крыш 
весенее солнце, небо было 
задумчиво и безоблачно, и 
верхняя квартитантка 
поливали цветы по краю 
своего балкона, и вода с 
журчанием стекла вниз.. . . 10  

   What nonsense.  Of course 
there is nothing afterwards.�  He 
sighed, listened to the trickling 
and drumming outside the 
window and repeated with  
extreme distinctness: �There is 
nothing. It is as clear as the fact 
that it is raining.� 
   And meanwhile outside 
the spring sun was playing 
on the roof tiles, the sky 
was dreamy and cloudless, 
the tenant upstairs was 
watering the flowers on the 
edge of her balcony, and 
the water trickled down 
with a drumming sound.11 

 

 Nabokov rewrote the translation of the end of this fragment.  The 

Russian reads, �. . . c журчанием стекала вниз,� which means, �flowed 

down with a trickling sound,� but was translated, �. . . trickled down with a 

drumming sound.�  It was probably modified in an attempt to tie the first 

paragraph with the second, by reusing the words �trickle� and �drum,� 
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reflecting the reuse of  . . . жучанию . . . as . . . жучанием . . . in the 

Russian. 

 In this selection, there is an adjustment made in translation of 

grammar:
 
Вдруг, за  в з д р о г н у в ш е й  
дверью (где-то далеко 
отворилась другая), 
послышалась знакомая поступь, 
домашний сафьяновый шаг, 
дверь бесшумно, но со 
страшной силой, открылась, и 
на пороге остановился отец.12 

Suddenly, the door shuddered 
(another, remote one had opened 
somewhere beyond it) and he 
heard a familiar tread, an indoor 
Morocco-padded step. Noise-
lessly, but with terrible force, the 
door flew open and on the thresh-
old stood his father.13

 

 In this instance, the passive construction, �. . . послышалась 

знакомая поступь . . . ,� or, �a familiar tread was heard,� was translated in 

the active voice as �. . . he heard a familiar tread. . . .�  This phrasing was 

used to relate the incident from the viewpoint of the character rather than 

having it stated from the viewpoint of omniscience. 

 In Russian a passive clause can be constructed using a reflexive verb 

that has no subject other than what would in an active construction be the 

direct object of a non-reflexive verb.  This is what is encountered here,  

�послышалась� being the verb having as the subject �знакомая поступь,� 

the closest we can possibly get in English is the translation, �a familiar tread 
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was heard� but in Russian there is no implied listener, Russian passive 

reflexive clauses record some objective event, detached from both reader 

and narrator, yet shared by both. 

 Albeit meaning is an important part of translation, it is also important 

to carry across a sense of the implications of the words used in the original.  

The following quotes have significant discrepancies between the 

implications of the words chosen: 
 
Загробное окружает нас всегда, 
а вовсе не лежит в конце 
какого-то путешествие.  В 
земном доме, вместо окна -- 
зеркало; дверь до поры до 
времени затворена; но воздух 
входит сквозь щели.  «Наиболее 
доступный для наших 
домоседных чувств образ 
будущего постижения 
окрестности долженствующей 
раскрытся нам по распаде тела, 
это -- освобождение душа из 
глазниц плоти и превращение 
наше в одно свободное 
сплошное око, зараз видящее 
все стороны света, или, иначе 
говоря: сверхчувственное 
прозрение мира при внутреннем 
участии» (там же, стр.64).14   

The other world surrounds us 
always and is not at all at the end 
of some pilgrimage: In our earthly 
house -- windows are replaced by 
mirrors; the door, until a given 
time is closed; but air comes in 
through the cracks. �For our stay at 
home senses the most accessible 
image of our future comprehension 
of those surroundings which are 
due to be revealed to us with the 
disintegration of the body is the 
liberation of the soul from the eye-
sockets of the flesh and our 
transformation into one complete 
and free eye, which can 
simultaneously see in all 
directions, or, to put it differently, 
a super-sensory insight into the 
world accompanied by our inner 
participation.� (ibid.  p. 64).15 
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 The words �. . . вместо окна -- зеркало . . . ,� which can be literally 

translated as, �instead of a window, a mirror,� were replaced in the English 

text by, �. . . windows are replaced by mirrors . . . ,� an adjustment to a 

more conversational tone.  Yet I prefer the more dramatic literal translation 

with its overtone of magician's conjuring.      

 I contend the process we are viewing here can be defined as follows: 

The artist is required to write for an audience, but the audience brings with 

it a cultural background.  In order for the artist to be understood, 

particularly when the artist is from a different cultural background than his 

or her audience, the concepts and ideas 

presented must be made comprehensible and in a style that is attractive and 

interesting for the audience.  However, when one translates, there are two 

opposing principles in effect. One states that the text in the target language 

should be an exact rendering of the text in the source language, carrying 

into the target language every nuance and detail of the original and, as a 

result, the text becomes incomprehensible to all but a select few.  For 

example, take this quote from pages 286-287 of Дар, and corresponding to 

page 256 of The Gift:
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«Пушкина нет в списке книг» 
доставленных Чернышевскому 
в крепость, да и немудрено:  
несмотря на заслуги Пушкина 
(«изобрел русскую поэзию и 
приучил общество ее читать»), 

Pushkin does not figure in the list 
of books sent to Chernyshevski at 
the fortress, and no wonder:  
despite Pushkin's services (�he 
invented Russian poetry and 
taught society to read it� -- two 
statements completely untrue), 

 

 In Russian the last clause, �-- two statements completely untrue,� is 

omitted, presumably because the reader knows better.  However, even with 

this guidance, this would be wasted on someone without knowledge of the 

place of Pushkin in Russian culture.     

 The second states that the text in the target language should be 

accessible to as many people as possible, which requires that the text be 

completely reworked, thereby losing or altering a small but significant 

portion of its original content, and perhaps, gaining references and content 

from the culture of the target language.  Added to this conundrum are the 

artist's own opinions about the world he or she lives in, which change with 

his or her growth as a person.  One can only expect so much consistency 

from a human being.  Nabokov, in his early sixties when he edited the 

translation of Дар, came down rather profoundly on the side of exactness; 

nonetheless, as the examples indicate, compromises were made for the audi-

ence, the time of publication, and the author's desire to stamp his English 

works with his own style of writing. 
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CHAPTER IV 

A COMPARISON OF ONE CYCLE OF POETRY 

 
 

 The following are comparisons of samples of poetry embedded in the 

prose text of chapter three of the book.  If one could forward a main subject 

for these fragments, it would be the love between the protagonist of the 

novel, Fyodor Godunov-Cherdyntsev, and the heroine of the novel, Zina 

Mertz.  Once again, caution should be exercised in jumping to conclusions 

about the �correctness� or �incorrectness� of the correspondence between 

the Russian and the English text.  This is particularly true in the translation 

of poetry, because when poetry is translated as poetry rather than prose, a 

compromise must be reached between its formal scheme and the sense of 

the text.  Many of the minor changes in the meaning of this poem are not 

analyzed if the broader sense of the text is adhered to.   

 The following three fragments comprise the poem about Zina, and are 

presented in Дар and The Gift during Fyodor and Zina's courtship in 

Chapter Three and are separated by intervening prose text in the novel.  

Below is the first of the three: 
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Люби лишь то, что 
редкостью и мнимо, что 
крадётся окраинами сна, что 
злит глубцов, что смердами 
казнимо; как родине, будь 
вымыслу верна.  Наш час 
настал.  Собаки и калеки 
один не спят.  Ночь летняя 
легка.  Автомобиль, 
проехавший, навеки 
последнего увез ростовщика.  
Близ фонаря, с оттенком 
маскарада, лист жилками 
зелеными сквозит.  У тех 
ворот -- кривая тень Багдада, 
а та звезда над Пулковом 
висят.  О, поклянись что -- --  1 

Love only what is fanciful and 
rare; what from the distance of 
a dream steals through; what 
knaves condemn to death and 
fools can't bear.  To fiction be 
as your country true.  Now is 
our time.  Stray dogs and 
cripples alone are awake. Mild 
is the summer night.  A car 
speeds by: Forever that last car 
has taken the last banker out of 
sight.  Near that streetlight 
veined lime leaves masquerade 
in chrysoprase with a 
translucent gleam. Beyond that 
gate lies Baghdad's crooked 
shade, and yon star sheds on 
Pulkovo its beam. Oh, swear to 
me-- 2

 The word �. . . окраинами . . .� was translated as, �. . . from the 

distance . . . ,� which is a slight variation in meaning from the Russian, 

which has the definition of, �A border region or outskirts.� and is a plural 

word in the instrumental case.  This translation was undoubtedly chosen 

to reflect the consonance of �. . . крадется окраинами . . .� on �к� by 

using the words �. . . distance of a dream . . . ,� which have consonance 

on �d.�  Rhyme is one formal factor in the creation of the English 
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translation, another is rhythm, and these two factors are often at odds 

with the semantics of a text. 

 

Poetics 

  Comparing Russian and English poetry is a lot like comparing apples 

and oranges -- poetry is based on a tripartite system of meter, rhythm, and 

rhyme; English poetry relies on phonetic similarity of words that are often 

from different grammatical categories; Russian, due to its status as an 

inflected language, often defaults to the grammatical case of the word in 

question.  When a comparison is made of the first four lines of both texts, 

the following becomes apparent:  the Russian poem is written in a binary 

metrical pattern--which can be defined as a six two-syllable feet, whereas 

the English translation has five feet per line.  Also, an attempt was made to 

make the rhyme scheme follow similar patterns in the first four lines of both 

texts.  If the texts are reformatted to accommodate these factors, it becomes 

even clearer.  In the mapping of the meter of the poem the following 

notation is utilized: 
1. An accent mark over a hyphen (!-Â ), indicates an ictus, 

which is defined as a stressed syllable that conforms 
with the meter of the poem. 
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2. A hyphen ( - ) indicates an unstressed syllable which is 
pronounced as a stressed syllable due to the meter of the 
poem. 

 
3. An unstressed syllable in the meter is indicated by ( ( ), which 

is considered a drepression in the meter. 
 
4. A tilt is indicated by ( (Â ), which is a depression in the 

meter that is �lifted� by a stressed syllable.  
 
5. A comma ( , ) indicates a caesura or a pause in the 

meter. 
 

 In the mapping of the rhyme, a line ending in a vowel represents a 

feminine rhyme and a line ending in a consonant indicates a masculine 

rhyme.  This poem is written in an iambic meter, fluctuations in the meter, 

which Nabokov defined as �scuds,� are indicated by an (X) in the scud 

maps. They are symbolized in the metrical patterns by the following types 

of feet: ( ( - ) a simple scud or pyrrhic, (  (Â - ) a tilted scud and ( (Â (Â ) a 

spondee.  A pair of syllables which is consistent with the meter is indicated 

by an (O) and has the symbolic meter ( ( -Â ).3  
 
 
   Reformatted Text           Rhyme Scheme 
 

Люби лишь то, что редкостью и мнимо,  a 
что крадется окраинами сна,    b 
что злит глупцов, что смердами казнимо;  a 
как родине, будь вымыслу верна.   b 
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  Metrical Pattern    Scud Pattern 
 
Feet        1   /  2   /  3   /  4  /  5   / 6 / 
Syllables 1 2   3 4   5  6  7 8  9 0  1 2 
     1      (  -Â  (Â - ,  (  -Â   (Â -   ( -   (Â   O X O X O   
 L  2      (  -Â  (Â -    ( -Â    ( -Â   ( -Â    O X O O O   
 I   3      ( -Â  ( -Â  ,  ( -    ( -Â   ( -Â   (  O O X O O   
N  4      ( -  (Â  - ,  (Â -Â    (-   ( -Â    X X X X O   
E 
S 
    Reformatted Text      Rhyme Scheme 
 
 Love only what is fanciful and rare;       d 
 what from the distance of a dream steals through;     c 
 what knaves condemn to death and fools can't bear. d 
 To fiction be as your country true.   c 
 
 
  Metrical Pattern 
        Scud Pattern 
Feet      1   /  2   /  3  /  4  / 5  / 
Syllables    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 8  9 0 
 1   (Â -Â   (  -Â   (  -Â   ( -  ( -Â   X O O X O   
L 2   ( -   (  -Â   (  -   ( -Â  (Â -   X O X O X   
I 3   ( -Â    (Â -   (  -Â   ( -Â  ( -Â   O X O O O   
N 4   ( -Â   ( -Â    ( -Â   ( -Â  (Â    O O O O X   
E 
S 
 As can be seen from the above, both versions of the poem are written 

in iambic pentameter, meaning there are ten syllables arranged in five feet, 

with the rhythm of the poem falling on the second syllable of each foot.  

The rhyme scheme is analogous in both the examined section of the Russian 
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poem and that of the English translation of the poem, with the additional 

note that the Russian poem alternates feminine and masculine rhymes.  

Nabokov viewed this alternation as an important part of the formal structure 

of Russian poetry.4  In the English version, all of the lines have masculine 

endings.  Note, that in the Russian the second and fourth syllables are 

accented in the majority of lines, this is considered a modulated rhythm by 

Nabokov, whereas in the English there is a tendency for uniformity in the 

scuds from line to line, scuds being a relative rarity in English poetics in the 

opinion of Nabokov.5   

 However, to understand why the word �distance� was selected as the 

translation for the Russian word �окраина,� one must go beyond these 

representations of the structure of a poem.  If one closely examines the scud 

patterns in line two of each poem, it can be recognized that in the Russian 

text the feet carrying the �к� consonance are both stressed syllables with a 

regular beat. This would not be remarkable except for their positions within 

the line.  The scud beats occur in the second and fourth feet of the line, 

thereby slowing the flow of the rhythm, and the regular beat occurs in the 

center foot or third foot, thereby modulating the rhythm, which produces a 

mellifluous dissonance.6  This is a property unique to Russian poetics, a 

marred rhythm producing beauty, due to the stationary nature of the stress 
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patterns of Russian words.  In English poetics, rhythms must be constructed 

as precisely as possible, and line endings are usually masculine, due to the 

shifting nature of stress patterns of English words.7 

 If we closely examine the scud pattern in line two of the English 

poem, we find the syllables containing the �d� consonance occur on the 

only two regular beats in the entire line; the rest of the feet are scuds.  The 

rhythm and consonance of the letter �d� in line two of the English version 

creates a consonant rhythm in the second line becomes evident when it is 

spoken aloud, �. . . what from the distance of a dream steals through. . . .�  

Similarly, if the rhythm and rhyme of the letter �к� contains a 

corresponding consonant rhythm pattern in the second line of the Russian 

original, which becomes apparent when the poem is read aloud �. . . что 

крадётся окраинами сна. . . .�   

 Overall the differences due to the presence of caesura in the Russian 

and the shifts that occur in the stress patterns during its translation to 

English are in part due to a differing approach to poetry between the two 

languages.  A greater part of that difference is conditioned by the structure 

and grammar of the languages themselves, and a lesser part of this 

difference can be attributed to historical precedent, that is, to the differing 

ways in which poetry was introduced and has evolved in the English 

speaking countries and in Russia.  Due to these factors and to the greater  
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number of syllables on average in each Russian word, the rhythmic 

consonance cannot be rendered in identical positions in relation to the 

syllable count in each line.  Nonetheless, including the formal structure of 

these poems is one of the motivation factors Nabokov considered when he 

undertook the translation of the Russian. 

 The words �A car speeds by . . .� in the English are an example of  

Nabokov elaborating on a rather mundane pair of Russian words, 

�Автомобиль, проехавший . . . ,� which have an approximate meaning of, 

�An automobile passed by. . . .�  This, in my opinion, was an attempt to 

amend the text to get the maximum emotional impact by changing the tense 

from past to present and enhancing the meaning.  In order to describe the 

motion in Russian that Nabokov designated in English, the verb's root and 

aspect would have to be changed, which would have been best described by 

the participial imperfective verb form �пробегающий,� which in this 

context would indicate that the car is passing by at a high rate of speed in 

the present tense.8 

 The Russian, �Близ фонаря оттенком маскарада, лист жилками 

зелёными сквозит� might have been less poetically translated as, �Next to 

a lamp, with a hint of a masquerade, a leaf with green veins glows.�  The 

English translation of this sentence, �Near that streetlight veined lime leaves 

masquerade in chrysoprase with a translucent gleam� is an example of 
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Nabokov's insertion of one of his stylistic devices, the technical term. Here 

the technical term �chrysoprase,� which is defined as �a green variety of 

chalcedony,� is nowhere to be found in the Russian text, but is justified in 

its use, arguably however, by the word �зелёный� or �green.�  Also in this 

phrase, the word �lime� in this sentence, while not explicitly stated in the 

corresponding Russian sentence, is referred to frequently throughout the 

novel.  The corresponding Russian word is �липа.�  This is not the fruit 

bearing citrus tree Citrus aurantifolia Americans are familiar with, but the 

European Linden tree Tilia europaea, which Nabokov was familiar with as 

a �Lime Tree� -- the British English term for this tree.   

 This whole line of the poem has been transformed in translation.  In 

the Russian, the line reads more like classical poetry, with a restraint of 

metaphor and a definite idea being portrayed, i.e. a lamp covered by a leaf 

that struck one as a reminder of a masquerade, which uses the word �лист� 

as a metaphor, and has a double meaning of both a leaf on a tree and a page 

in a book, paving the way for further poetic flights of fancy in the next line.   

 Contrasting the Russian with the English translation, the metaphor 

has remained the same as a �leaf� can be a page in book also, however the 

leaves are no longer simply hinting at a masquerade with the object of the 

metaphor being the novel itself, they are masquerading as chrysoprase due 
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to the light's shining through them, and the metaphoric reference to the 

novel is given a certain opulence.   

 In the next fragment some of the philosophical differences between 

the Slavic culture of the pre-World War II era and the Western post-World 

War II culture are evident: 

 
Как звать тебя?  Ты полу-
Мнемозина, полу-мерцанье в 
имени твоём, -- и странно мне 
по сумраку Берлина с полу-
виденьем странствовать вдвоём.  
Но вот скамья под липой 
освещённой . . . . Ты оживаешь в 
судорогах слёз:  я вижу взор сей 
жизнью изумлённый и бледное 
сияние волос.  Есть у меня 
сравненье на твоих, когда 
целуешь ты:  нагорный снег, 
мерцающий в Тибете, горячий 
ключ и в инее цветы.  Ночные 
наши, бедные владения -- забор, 
фонарь, асфальтовую гладь -- 
поставим на туза воображения, 
чтоб целый мир у ночи 
отыграть!  Не облака -- а горные 
отроги; костёр в лесу, -- не 
лампа у окна . . . . О поклянись, 
что до конца дороги ты будешь 
только вымыслу верна . . .9   

What shall I call you? Half-
Mnemosyne There's a half-
shimmer in your surname too.  In 
dark Berlin, it is so strange to me 
to roam, oh, my half-fantasy, with 
you. A bench stands under the 
translucent tree. Shivers and sobs 
reanimate you there, and all life's 
wonder in your gaze I see, and see 
the pale fair radiance of your hair.  
In honor of your lips when they 
kiss mine I might devise a 
metaphor sometime: Tibetan 
mountain-snows, their glancing 
shine, and a hot spring near 
flowers touched with rime.  Our 
poor nocturnal property--that wet 
asphaltic gloss, that fence and that 
street light--upon the ace of fancy 
let us set to win a world of beauty 
from the night. Those are not 
clouds--but star-high mountain 
spurs; not lamplit blinds--but 
camplight on a tent!  O swear to 
me that while the heart blood stirs, 
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you will be true to what we shall invent.10 

 There is an interesting word play at the beginning of this fragment of 

the poem utilizing Zina's name, Zina Mertz or, in the Russian text, Зина 

Мерц.  It is contained in the words �. . . полу-Мнемозина полу-мерцанье . 

. . ,� �Half-Mnemosyne? . . . half-shimmer. . .� (The italics are the author's).  

The Russian is straightfor ward �полу-Мемнозина/Зинa, полу-

мерцанье/Мерц.�11  The fact that this word play was carried over at all is a 

testament to Nabokov's skill as a translator. 

 The word �. . . полу-видение . . .� has the dual definition of �half-

seen, half-apprehended� and �half-ghost, half-specter� but was translated as 

�. . . half-fantasy. . . .�   Also, note the change between the meaning of 

�сумрак� / �twilight� and its translation, �darkness.�  I believe all these 

divergences between the original and the translation can be attributed to the 

different times in which they were written and the populations they were 

written for.  The text, �. . . по сумраку  Берлина с полувиденьем 

странствовать вдвоём.� / �about the twilight of Berlin roam we two half-

ghosts.�  And at the end of the next sentence, which is incomplete in the 

Russian, the words �. . . под липой освещённой . . . ,� which has had a 

more literal translation of �under an illuminated linden.�  can be justified 

because this translation was written in the early 1960s for Americans, for 

whom, at that time, memories of the Holocaust, Berlin and World War II 
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were barely receding from the collective consciousness of the nation, the 

rendering �In dark Berlin, it is so strange to roam, oh, my half-fantasy, with 

you.� and  �. . . under the translucent tree . . . ,� reflects a decision to 

remove us from the reality of Berlin by employing a more imaginative and 

metaphoric choice of words, which has further allowed him to give these 

English phrases analogous assonance, consonance and rhythmic patterns.   

 The sentence, �Ты оживаешь в судорогах слёз:  я вижу взор сей 

жизнью изумленный и бледное сияние волос,� which could have a more 

prosaic translation of, �You revive in spasms of tears: I see the gaze 

astonished by this life and the pale, radiant hair,� is a description of one of 

Fyodor and Zina's nocturnal rendezvous.  If we compare this translation 

with Nabokov's, �Shivers and sobs reanimate you there, and all life's 

wonder in your gaze I see, and see the pale fair radiance of your hair.�  The 

difference between these texts lies between two pairs of words: the Russian 

�оживать,� which has the meaning �To be restored to full strength, to 

appear in one's former strength,� and was translated as �reanimated,� a 

word used more often with machinery, and the Russian word 

�изумлённый,� which has the definition �To receive an unexpected, 

strange or unknown [in this case visual] impression in the extreme sense,� 

which is translated as �wonder.�12   
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 The clause �. . . поставим на туза воображения, чтоб целый мир у 

ночи отыграть!� / �We will bet on the ace of fantasy, in order to win a 

whole world from the night!� is translated as �. . . upon the ace of fancy let 

us set to win a world of beauty from the night.�  In the Russian, the context 

of the word �. . .поставим . . .� gives the definition of �To place or stand a 

bet,� and this meaning has a more subdued resonance in Nabokov's English 

translation, since the emphasis has shifted from the act of betting to the 

achievement of the goal.  If one examines all the alternate meanings of the 

verb �поставить,� which when they are taken together imply bringing order 

to chaos, while concurrently taking into account the formal structure of the 

original poem this is an acceptable shift in the interpretation of the Russian 

meaning.  The same is the case with the word �мир,� which Nabokov 

translated as �. . . a world of beauty . . .� This can be justified because the 

two definitions of the word are �world� and �peace,� peace being equated 

often with beauty, especially in a global or environmental context.  

 A sense of the alliteration of the Russian text was conveyed in the 

translation of the next sentence �Не облака -- а горные отроги; костёр в 

лесу, -- не лампа у окна . . . .�  The alliteration is with the words �облака,� 

�лампа,� and �у окна,� with the assonance on the �a� of each word.  The 

translation of this sentence, �Those are not clouds--but star-high mountain 

spurs; not lamplit blinds -- but camplight on a tent!� carries over the sense 
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of the alliteration into the translation with �star-high,� �lamplit blinds� and 

�camplight,� with assonance on the vowel �i� and consonance on �l.�  

 The final sentence of the Russian text �О поклянись что до конца 

дороги ты будешь только вымыслу верна . . .� has a philosophical 

divergence from the English translation.  A more direct translation of the 

Russian yields, �Oh swear, that to the end of the road you will only be true 

to fiction. . . .�    However, in the translation there is, �O swear to me that 

while the heartblood stirs, you will be true to what we shall invent,� a more 

scientific approach to life with a pumping heart determining life rather than 

the end of a spiritual road.  This can best be described as an incidence of the 

fictional assumptions of a character becoming a justification, decades later, 

for a translation, as can be demonstrated by comparing the Fyodor's 

reflections on life after the death of Alexander Chernyshevski, where the 

philosophical justification of life as a journey on a kind of metaphysical 

road is refuted.13   

 Nabokov's justification for having replaced the original words from 

the poem, �. . . до конца дороги . . .� / �till the end of the road,� supporting 

a conception of life at odds with the translation's, �. . . while the heartblood 

stirs. . . .�  indicates a change of the underlying concept of life from some 

kind of metaphysical journey through the world, to one based on a 

philosophy of life as being sustained by the body, which is defined in terms 
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of some kind of mechanical-organic thing.  As Nabokov said in the forward 

to The Gift, �A pretty example of life finding itself obliged to imitate the 

very art it condemns.�14  Which in this case could be rewritten as, �An 

example of art finding itself obliged to imitate science.�  

 The next fragment is what I consider to be the centerpiece of the 

novel: 

 
Под липовым цветением мигает 
фонарь.  Темно, душисто, тихо.  
Тень прохожего по тумбе 
пробегает через пень.  За 
пустырем как персик небо тает:  
вода в огнях, Венеция сквозит, -- а 
улица кончается в Китае, а та 
звезда над Волгою висит.  О 
поклянись, что веришь в 
небылицу, что будешь только 
вымыслу верна, что на запрешь 
души своей в тёмницу, не 
скажешь, руку потянув:  стена.16 

Within the linden's bloom the street 
light winks.  A dark and honeyed 
hush envelops us. Across the curb 
one's passing shadow slinks: across a 
stump a sable ripples thus.  The 
night sky melts to peach beyond that 
gate.  There water gleams, there 
Venice vaguely shows. Look at that 
street--it runs to China straight, and 
yonder star above the Volga glows! 
Oh, swear to me to put in dreams 
your trust, and to believe in fantasy 
alone, and never let your soul in 
prison rust, nor stretch your arm and 
say: a wall of stone.17 

 

 In the third sentence of this quote Nabokov takes some artistic 

liberties with the word �пробегать,� com pare �Тень прохожего по тумбе 

пробегает, как соболь пробегает через пень.� / �The shadow of a passing 

pedestrian runs along the curb, as a sable runs across a stump.� /  �Across 

the curb one's passing shadow slinks: across a stump a sable ripples thus.�  
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The word �пробегать,� which in this context describes the movement of a 

shadow and a sable, in this context means, �To appear briefly then 

disappear.�  In contrast, it is translated in the English alternately as �. . . 

slinks . . .� and �. . . ripples. . . .�  In this case Nabokov has turned a Russian 

simile into an English metaphor and the imagery has become more 

imaginative, which in the aesthetics of English poetry is a more acceptable.   

 In the fourth sentence, �За пустырем как персик небо тает. . .� is 

translated as, �The night sky melts to peach beyond that gate,� when it's 

meaning is �Beyond that vacant lot the sky melts as a peach.�  This sen-

tence is undoubtably a reference to a sunset, as the earlier reference to 

walking around Berlin during the twilight would suggest.  But there is a 

change in meaning between the Russian �пустырь,� defined as �An 

undeveloped, neglected spot� and it's English translation, which is �gate.�  

Presumably this change was inserted in order to preserve the rhythm of the 

poem (compare: �vacant lot,� three syllables, �waste plot,� two syllables 

with �gate,� one syllable in the English sentence). 

 The Russian �. . . вода в огнях, Венеция сквозит, -- а улица 

кончается в Китае, а та звезда над Волгою висит.� might be literally 

translated as, �. . . water onto the fire, Venice shows through--and that street 

ends in China, and that star hangs above the Volga� rather than the 

translation's, �There water gleams, there Venice vaguely shows.  Look at 
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that street--it runs to China straight, and yonder star above the Volga 

glows!�  confirms the thesis that literary translation is made for the target 

language audience, their sensibilities, their understandings and requires a 

certain amount of adjustment, i.e.  such words a �vaguely,� �straight� and 

�glows.�   In the final sentence, �О, поклянись, что веришь в небылицу, 

что будешь только вымыслу верна, что не запрешь души своей в 

тёмницу, не скажешь, руку потянув:  стена.�  Nabokov has put a good 

face on a rather hard-hitting Russian text.  Comparing Nabokov's translation 

�Oh, swear to me to put in dreams your trust, and to believe in fantasy 

alone, and never let your soul in prison rust, nor stretch your arm and say: a 

wall of stone� with the more exact translation of this text, �Oh swear that 

you believe in fantasy, that you will only be true to fiction, that you will not 

lock your soul in a dungeon, nor say, with arm extended, �A wall�� reveals 

that Nabokov captured the essential meaning in the translation with the 

lyricism and symbolism of the Russian retained. 

 The above brings up the question, �Why in Nabokov's translation of 

prose is there such an emphasis on accuracy of meaning, yet, in his 

translation of poetry, he seems to have spent a great deal of time on broader 

considerations of the emotional interplay of words and the feelings and 

ideas they would elucidate from the reader in concert with the formal 

aspects of the poem: meter, rhythm, rhyme, assonance, and consonance�?  
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This is due to the differing functions of prose and poetry.  Prose, as such, is 

the utilitarian day-to-day medium of communication of every person from 

the barely literate to those who have a considerable knowledge of language 

and its uses, and as a result of this, it is the workhorse for conveying 

information. Poetry, on the other hand, rarely undertaken for the simple 

conveyance of information, is usually undertaken with other objects in 

mind; in general, they can be summed up as an attempt to catch the reader's 

attention and elicit a response from the reader, whether it is physical, 

emotional, intellectual, or spiritual or any combination thereof. This being 

the case, it can be concluded that when Nabokov translated his poetry, he 

had a response from the reader in mind.  However, as has been noted, there 

was approximately a thirty-year gap between when the original was written 

and when it was translated and, accordingly, it is questionable whether 

Nabokov remained within the confines of the initial objectives he had for 

the poems, in contrast to his objectives thirty years later in a different 

society.   
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS ON CREATION 

 
 

 The story of Nabokov's life is one of tragedy.  He was whisked away 

from one of his family's homes in St. Petersburg by his mother when he was 

twenty years old, only to find that his once powerful family, members of the 

nobility--barristers and landholders -- had been deported and were now 

broken and powerless over the events that were shaping their lives.   

 What would a young man, chased out of his country by revolution 

and war and brought to another, supposed safe haven, only to find the same 

anarchy had followed him to his new home, do?  A lesser man would have 

given up hope of even surviving.  Nabokov, however, began to write and 

between 1935 and 1937 he proceeded to write what I consider to be the best 

of his Russian novels, Дар or The Gift, which, in a sort of metaphorical, 

transcendent way, vaguely refers to his romance with Vera Slonim.  When 

his reputation as a writer was established, he purchased tickets for himself 

and his family on a freighter out of Marseilles, to watch from the safety of 

New England as Europe was engulfed in war.   

 This book, as the title would suggest, is about that divine, creative 

spark inside each person.  Its structure and themes shed some light on the 
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nature of this aspect of humanity as Nabokov saw it.  Nevertheless, this 

book contains much more than just a writer's account of his growth as writer 

in relation to his creativity.  There are several dimensions to this book and 

the purposes behind its writing and translation. 

 When one examines the disparate elements of Дар as they occur in 

Nabokov's writings and those of his biographers, there is a sense that if we 

separate out one part of this story as it occurred in relation to Nabokov's life 

and isolate it from the totality of what was written, we lose the sense of 

what occurred.  However, by reading this story, and also his autobiography 

Speak Memory:  An Autobiography Revisited (1966), and fill in the blanks 

with third-party biographical sources, we move close enough to the actual 

truth of the life of Nabokov to form an opinion as to who this cultural 

chameleon really was.1 One can get nearer and nearer to the life of Nabokov 

from our perspective, perched in the twenty-first century, but unlike the 

epigraph to this thesis, we cannot continue opening endless Chinese boxes 

of experience and information to find our man Nabokov, there being a finite 

amount of information, and as Nabokov's epigraph from The Gift states:   

An oak is a tree.   
A rose is a flower.   
A deer is an animal.   
A sparrow is a bird.   
Russia is our Fatherland.   
Death is Inevitable. 
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 Whether Дар, as such, deserves the appellation, �Classic Literature,� 

it is represented as, only time will tell.  As the man himself said:  

 
�. . . --there can be no question that what makes a work 
of fiction safe from larvae and rust is not its social 
importance but its art, only its art.�2 

 

 Nabokov amended his works in translation, he added archaic and 

technical terms, rearranged words, updated his language, and changed the 

philosophical basis from which he was writing.  However, his method of 

translation and the accuracy of his translations are, without question, the 

best available for his works.  Nabokov's methods of �literal translation� 

have become rather well known in the literary world.  That his works 

remain in print in English today shows that they have value as art. 
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AFTERWORD 

 
 

 In comparing the English and Russian texts the following method 

was used.  First a Russian dictionary was consulted  «Ожегов», then a 

Russian-English dictionary was consulted «Cмирнитский».  The English 

language dictionary used was The Random House Unabridged Dictionary 

of the English Language.1 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 

 Nabokov's editing of his works from Russian to Eng lish is discussed 

in the context of his last Russian Novel Дар and its translation The Gift. The 

context of the references to Nabokov�s novel are explicated in order to give 

a greater understanding of the method of translation. It is maintained that 

Nabokov used archaic and scientific terms in his translation of the Russian 

that were not present in the original.  It is further noted that Nabokov 

spruced up his style by modernizing his language and adapting his work so 

that it would be comprehensible and appealing to an English speaking 

audience.
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